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Preface
Background:
 I have studied CF/LENR/CMNS for nearly 30 years,
 and the D – Pd system for nearly 40 years
 Until ~2 years ago this effort was full-time, fully-funded,
with at least ½ focus on pursuing CMNS
 Head down with quite narrow focus
 Benefiting from the interaction with many people – many of
you – in highly capable institutions around the world
 Time now for reflection.

Technical contributions: [SRI; ENEA; MIT; ETI]
Funding: [EPRI; MITI; DARPA; Kimmel; ++]
Excess Heat [parameter space, quantification, correlation]
 Loading diagnostics (R/R°+)
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Other nuclear [g-ray, X-ray*, charge emission, neutrons*,
CR-39, autoradiography …]
*Multiple Methods

All that time… and all that work…
It is time for CMNS to be “anomalous” no more
i.e: “Normal”, “Interesting”, Physical Science
If the name “Condensed Matter Nuclear Science”
is correct and meaningful then…
…we have the possibility to wield the
power of Nuclear Physics on a tabletop
and maybe more…
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In the face of entrenched cognitive dissonance…
“The best explanation for the Moon is observational error
– the Moon doesn’t exist” - Irwin Shapiro, Harvard Astrophysicist

Pathways to breakthrough:

The 5 “ations”
-tion suffix indicating:
state, condition, action, process,
result!

Verification
Correlation
Replication
Demonstration
Utilization

ICCF20 – Problems noted.
 Self censorship:
 Are we self-censoring the delivery of new fire to mankind
because we are afraid of the wrath of modern Zeus?
 Are we guarding our secrets for fear that others will take credit?
 Anyone who believes that what we are working on has the
potential to relieve mankind’s primary problem of sustainable,
benign energy production should collaborate, cooperate and communicate.
 Having spent a career in confidential research I understand the problem but
it is time for a new axiom.
 Poor Communication:
 We suffer the crippling weakness of having communicated our results
incompletely or inadequately – sometimes quite poorly – sometimes
wrongly.
 This failure is both accidental and deliberate.
 Even when well communicated, papers have often been not read or
understood.
 Much resource has been spent re-discovering the same causative factors.

ICCF20 – Grand Challenge – largely unmet!
 Our most urgent goals as a community are to:
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1.

Produce fresh experimental results of non-chemical anomalies.

2.

Replicate these in multiple laboratories.

3.

Communicate results clearly via technical articles and presentations.

4.

Identify what we consider to the best experiments (3 or 4).

5.

Recruit multiple laboratories to work on them.

6.

Write clear scientific papers including authors from multiple labs. 2

7.

Let’s do our own peer review first.

8.

Publish these papers in Journal of Condensed Matter Nuclear Science
(JCMNS) or other peer reviewed scientific journal.

9.
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Present the work at ICCF21 in a special session focused on replication. 0
Average score 2 / 10

Verification
Review by Jed Rothwell Infinite Energy Magazine, Issue 11, November-December, 1996 of
McKubre, M. C. H., et al., Development of Advanced Concepts for Nuclear Processes in Deuterated Metals, EPRI TR104195, Research Project 3170-01, Final Report, August 1994, 128 pages, plus 342 pages on microfiche. $200

 EPRI and SRI have followed the rules. They have done what scientists are
supposed to do: they published impeccable, utterly convincing research in topranking, peer-reviewed journals. Then they stood quietly aside, politely waiting
for applause and recognition. The applause never came.
 And by now it is obvious that it never will come. McKubre feels that cold fusion
will only attract attention when it can be demonstrated as a viable technology.
 He regrets that he has not been able to do that. In June 1996, during an interview
on National Public Radio, he said:

“People’s attention needs to be grabbed by something that’s simple,
unarguable, concrete and rugged, and it has to be simple enough to
explain it to the average person or average politician. And it really has
to be a lot more robust than anything that we have generated so far.”

One must seek scientific truth via

Correlation

Isolated “facts” are considered “unreliable” or “anomalous”.
Review by Abd ul-Rahman Lomax in CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 108, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2015

“Replicable cold fusion experiment: heat/helium ratio”
 Cold fusion effects have often been called ‘unreliable’, even by those convinced of their
reality.
 The chaotic nature of material conditions, so far, has made ordinary reliability elusive.
 However, the Fleischmann–Pons experiment produces more than one effect, and two major
ones are heat and helium.
 Miles, in 1991, measured both, and found that they were correlated, within an order of
magnitude of the ratio expected from deuterium fusion. Miles was amply confirmed, and
precision has increased. While there are outliers, there is no experimental evidence
contradicting the correlation, and only the exact ratio remains in question.
 In this, we have direct evidence that the effect is real and is nuclear in nature; the
mechanism remains a mystery well worth exploration.

“The insanity of common scientific response to cold fusion is that the evidence of
reality was discovered by Miles, in 1991, recognized as significant by Huizenga in
1993, and was confirmed by multiple research groups. While, as I've pointed out,
there is an i to dot and a t to cross, the preponderance of the evidence is now very
much that, yes, cold fusion is real... The evidence, with heat/helium, has passed
beyond a reasonable doubt.”

To make progress one of two things must be done,
– probably and preferably both:
1. Unmistakable and irrefutable scientific proof must be generated
and communicated that nuclear effects take place in condensed
matter by mechanisms different from reactions in free space.
CMNS is real!

Theory

2. Demonstration must be made of a practical use of the energy
created. CMNS has potential utility!

Demonstration

Utilization

What is the problem today?
 Scientific proof without practical reality hasn’t worked
to convince the world of the reality/importance of “cold
fusion” – the cases of heat/helium and tritium.
 Our approach to replication has been poor. MM ICCF14:
“If the claim is made that replication is crucial to the development of our field to:
a) determine the parameters for advancement,
b) to prove reality to critics, or
c) to uncover systematic error,
then it is astonishing that attempts to replicate the FPE have been so few, and
methodologically so limited … this lack of attention to detail … is precisely the reason
that the question of replicability remains on the table”.

 Our publication record does not allow easy or adequate
access and rebuttal, or progress.
 To my knowledge there is no written replicable procedure
or protocol.

Demonstration Strategy.
 The talisman that we create for the purpose of persuasion must
work on two levels:
1. It must be sufficiently simple and obvious that no hidden error
can possibly exist to negate the result.
2. The energy produced must be sufficiently net positive that useful
work can be made of it.





We need:
something simple that makes net power and thus energy
preferably in electrical form that is easily measured and
can be used to display and improve the conditions needed for
control and self sustainment.

Key characteristics of prototype:
 Power level
 Temperature
 Gain: POut/PIn or EOut/EIn

At this stage we are not primarily concerned with:






Cost
Safety
Practicality
High reliability (>50% OK)
Beauty, elegance (always good but…)

Some Candidate systems: Demonstration
Good
1. Electrochemical PdD/LiOD

2. Metal-hydrogen gas systems
H, D, T, Li
Pd, Ni, Zr, Ti, Ta Nb
3. Metal-gas modulated plasma
– Glow Discharge

Bad

Already proven [ETI-64]

Demonstrated only once or twice

40 kJ input, 1.14 MJ output, gain = 27.5

Not replicated for >10 years

>100°C demonstrated, more possible

Reliance on Electrochemistry

Small materials inventory

Large system results controversial

Easy scale-up

Heat in used to control heat out

Use of H (not D). Use of Ni (not Pd)

Stability of small dimensions

Advantages of E'Chem and Gas

No result since ICCF10?

Power gain = 3.88, Energy gain = 6.72

Electrode delamination

>100°C, much more possible?

How much heat is needed to convince a non-expert?
 To be real you must be able to see it or feel it
 1 W too small to convince
 100 W too hard (at least for Electrochemistry)
Storms Book 1
Count of heat
success 19892006:
242 (123 EC)
<1.25 W
117 (64)
>1.25-2.5 W
35 (18)
10±1.25 W
16 (9)
>10 W
40(15=12%)
>40 W
0 (0)

We need to beat Carnot … by a lot …
T° W Net
Cell C Electric Gain
P19 35

Carnot
Efficiency

Carnot Constraint
Useful
Power /W

Outlet Temperature / °C

-1.7

2.9

P15 65 -16.5 1.3
L14-2 55

-1.0

1.8

Pd-C 45

-0.1

3.0

ETI-GD 100

0.2

6.7

ETI-64 100

5.3

27.5

Gain is the key. The key to gain is reduced P In.
Net Electrical Output as % of PIn

ETI-64

Net
P
(W)
Cell T°C Out
Gain % of Pin

ETI-Glow Discharge

P19 35

-1.7

2.9 -86%

P15 65
L14-2 55
Pd-C 45
ETI-GD 100
ETI-64 100

-16.5
-1.0
-0.1
0.2
5.3

1.3
1.8
3.0
6.7
27.5

Gain
SRI Cells P19, L14, P15, PdC-nano

-83%
-81%
-76%
44%
490%

Conclusions
 Reasonable pathways exist to explore/exploit the FPHE:
Verification; Correlation; Replication; Demonstration; Utilization

 For wide acceptance demonstration must be made of a
practical use of this energy:
 We need to identify a Demonstration Prototype
 Electrochemical methods have worked – but rarely
 Operating Temperature is important
 High gain is crucial to accomplish our goal
 Gain is more easily affected in the denominator than the numerator
 Our goal is to create the heat effect at low input power
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